I. Debrief of Transition Meeting with Student Trustee Carroll
   A. JJ felt the transition meeting went well; he was glad to hear about what she worked on in the course of the year; he is hoping to speak to Caroline about possibly shadowing her for the next few weeks.
   B. JJ was notified that shadowing during finals time may be difficult; however, Jasmine will give time for JJ to shadow the trustee for her role at Commencement (viewing her on platform doing Pledge of Allegiance) as well as post-commencement meeting if need be.

II. Follow Up on Trustee Carroll Items
   A. CAST – JJ would like to stay neutral on the CAST issue because he doesn’t want to represent RHC with the information that had the former Trustee provided. Ultimately he feels that it could have just been personality conflicts. He would like to walk into CAST neutral and open to the possibilities of training and camaraderie with the other trustees.
   B. Tutors – JJ prefers not to continue with this project. He feels that the ASRHC President can manage this, and he would like to take on larger issues impacting the student body.
   C. Prop 13 Reform – JJ would like to be more informed on the issue and support the ASRHC with the endorsement. Jasmine will schedule a meeting for JJ to meet with Russell to get a bit more information so that he can put this in his report at the June 16th ASRHC meeting.

III. Goals for 2014-2015
   A. Student Trustee –
      i. JJ’s biggest goal is to figure out how the Student Trustee can best reach the students. He wants to make sure students are involved and that they come to events. He wants students aware of all campus information. One way that he wants to accomplish his goal is with a Student Trustee FB page, not just the ASRHC FB page. He feels that since the Board of Trustees are transparent; he wants to get this information to students through social media.
      ii. JJ would like to donate part of stipend to purchase giveaway items for students. The criteria is that the students “like” the FB page so that it shows him they are getting informed through social media on what is happening for the Board of Trustees.
iii. JJ would like to do a hash tag campaign #MYRIO to have all the things that students take pride in Rio through the various social networks.

iv. JJ wants to do lots of networking this year with individuals outside of the college. He would like to use a LinkedIn account and workshop with Job Professionals from different fields to teach students the power of networking on LinkedIn. JJ would like to host a faculty student luncheon so that students can mingle with faculty to open communication and having them learn about one another or feel comfortable with one another.

v. JJ would like to work closely with the ASRHC Senator for Student Success and would like to focus on the SSI. He would like to work with her on the Peer Mentoring program that Leslie would like to implement for the school year.

vi. JJ would like to continue with the ASRHC college hour resolution. He feels this would be a great opportunity to have students be more engaged on campus.

B. Director – in response to goals

i. Jasmine suggests that this is run by the President’s Office for approval and would like to connect JJ with Ruthie if this were a project that was approved. Ruthie can assist JJ in conveying the same BOT message, but understands that his goal is to reach students through the mediums that they focus on as students do not all attend BOT meetings.

ii. Jasmine suggests that this is run by the President’s Office for approval to determine how the funds should be managed. Since this has not been done before, Jasmine wonders where the money will be donated to in order to be managed or if the Student Trustee can do it on his own. She suggests JJ bring this up at orientation.

iii. Jasmine suggests that this is run by the President’s Office for approval. The #MYRIO this would be a great campus-wide initiative, if approved, to work with Ruthie on since she manages all the campus social media.

iv. Jasmine suggests that this is run by the President’s Office for approval. If approved, she can assist through the SL&L Department, ASRHC, and others on campus. LinkedIn Workshop will be a great opportunity to connect JJ with the Career and Internship Center to do as a campus-wide initiative. Jasmine
encourages JJ to work with ASRHC to get the word out once he has already met with Career and Internship center if approved.

v. Jasmine suggests that this is run by the President’s Office for approval. Jasmine will schedule a meeting with JJ, Leslie, and Dr. Mike Muñoz to go over Peer Mentoring and how to create a program for Peer Mentoring.

vi. Jasmine suggests that this is run by the President’s Office for approval. If it is approved, she will work with the students for next step on the approved resolution.

IV. Expectations

A. **Student Trustee** – Would like to have One-on-One meetings and guidance on what he can and cannot do in relation to participatory governance, and he would like to continue to be informed on what is going on with the ASRHC. Jasmine will follow up with Sandy in the President’s office about JJ’s request to have One-on-One meetings with the SL&L Director in the event that there is another person who would more appropriately fit that role. With the new AP it is unclear to the student how to utilize the role of the SL&L director.

B. **Director** – Jasmine’s expectations for JJ is that he remembers that his primary guide is the President’s Office staff and BOTs. To her understanding of the AP she plays a supportive role through training; however, it seems as though JJ was given the impression from the former Trustee that the Director is now the advisor. Jasmine has also asked that he practice open communication with her, and that he ensures that with her and the President’s office guiding him that we are transparent with all parties.

V. Next Steps

A. **Orientation** – Thursday, June 5pm – JJ will send Sandy times he is available.

B. **Training** – JJ will meet with Jasmine at 2:30pm prior to the ASRHC training to go over a few items if time permits.

C. **Retreat** – JJ’s role at ASRHC retreat is Pending